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By Sam Bleakley

Alison Hodge, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. J. S. Callahan (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book. Sam Bleakley and the surf EXPLORE team take us on a roller
coaster ride through Gabon, India, Vietnam, Algeria, China and Haiti, drumming up a tropical beat.
Combining Deep Travel , John Callahan s incredible photography and Sam s performance writing,
they capture the spirit of these turbulent coast scapes, blood racing, running on salt water fuel. The
wide belt around the Equator - the tropics - has become an alluring path for travel, but a region
often steeped in war and environmental disasters. Sam and surf EXPLORE go off the regular route,
carving a niche, collaborating with locals, documenting the occasion poetically and with precision.
Where waves transform from green glass to white foam, the surfboard is the frozen double of that
transition - a rainbow bridge that allows you to step in the blink of an eye from inertia to
adrenaline-fuelled ecstasy to the fear of the water-wrestling hold-down. The paradoxical red hot
and cool blue of surfing, and the often icy logic of preparation for challenging travel, form a matrix
from which springs a distinctive kind of writing as...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started looking over this publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Dana Hintz-- Dana Hintz

Good electronic book and valuable one. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 percent in the pdf. You wont really feel monotony at at any
moment of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you ask me).
-- Elisa Reinger-- Elisa Reinger
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